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UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS OF CERTAIN BOUNDARY
VALUE PROBLEMS FOR ULTRAHYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS

J. B. DIAZ AND EUTIQUIO C. YOUNG

Abstract. The paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions

for the uniqueness of solutions of the Dirichlet and Neumann

problems for ultrahyperbolic partial differential equations in

cylindrical domains.

1. Introduction. In [l], Owens has given sufficient conditions for

uniqueness of solutions of the ultrahyperbolic differential equation

m n

(1) Yl u*i*i — Jl uv,vj = °        (m = 2) n = 2)
¿=i j=i

for certain mixed problems having elliptic and hyperbolic nature.

However, problems of the Dirichlet and Neumann type are not con-

sidered. The purpose of this note is to present necessary and sufficient

conditions for the uniqueness of solutions of the Dirichlet and Neu-

mann problems for the more general ultrahyperbolic differential

equation

m n

(2) Lu = Yj u*i*i —   Yl  (aikUy,)Vk + cu = 0
¿=1 j,k=l

in a domain Q = XXY, where X is a hyper-parallelepiped defined by

0<Xi<a,, 1 ¿i^m, and F is a bounded domain in the ra-dimensional

space yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn- The procedure we shall use here is an extension of

that employed in [2], [3], [4], and [5] for the normal hyperbolic

equations. Since our treatment remains valid for w^l, our results

here, therefore, contain also those obtained in [2], [3], and [4].

Throughout this paper, we assume that the coefficients a¡k and c

depend only on the variables yi, • • • , yn, and are continuous func-

tions of these variables with c 2: 0 in F. Moreover, we assume that the

coefficient matrix (a,-*) is symmetric and positive definite, and that

ajk, together with the boundary d Y of F, are sufficiently smooth in

order to ensure the existence of complete sets of eigenfunctions for the

eigenvalue problems that we will need below.
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For brevity, we shall let x and y stand for the sets of variables

(#1, • • • , xm) and (yi, • ■ • , yn), respectively, and write u(x, y) for

»(«i, ■ ■ ■ ,xm,yu ■ ■ ■ ,yn).

2. The Dirichlet problem. It suffices to consider the homogeneous

problem

(3) Lu = 0   in Q,       u = 0    on dQ.

Theorem 1. Let X* (k = 1, 2, • • • ) be the eigenvalues of the problem

ti

(4) 53  (<ijkVVj)uk — co + Xv = 0    in Y,       v = 0    on d Y.
;.*=i

Then every solution u(E:C2(Q)C\Cl(Q)  of the problem  (3)  vanishes

identically in Q if, and only if,

m

(5) 7T2 £ (k</a<)2 * \k
•=i

for all nonzero integers k\, • ■ ■ , km.

Proof. The necessity part follows easily. Indeed, suppose there

exist nonzero integers pi, • ■ • , pm, and an eigenvalue Xp of (4) such

that

** ¿ (.pi/oiY - xp.
t-1

Let Vp be an eigenfunction of (4) corresponding to Xp. Then the func-

tion

(6) u(x, y) = H sin I-Xi )vp(y)
<_i       \ a,     /

is a nontrivial solution of the problem (3), as is readily verified.

Conversely, suppose that condition (5) holds. By the divergence

theorem, we have

(7)

I   I   (uLw — wLu)dxdy

= 22 (*"»*< — uXiw)vXi —   53 «y*(«w»i — "vjWhvk \dS
J dQ L i=l i,k-l J

where dx = (foi • • • dxm, dy = dy\ ■ ■ • dyn, dS is the surface element on

dQ, and vti and vn are the direction cosines of the outward normal
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vector on dX and d Y respectively. Now let m be a solution of (3) and

choose

^ /      kor    \
(8) w(x, y) = H ( sin-z¿ ) (sin pmxm)vk{y)

,-i \      a,     /

where the nonzero integers kit ■ ■ ■ , km-\ and the nonzero constant

pm satisfy the relation

l^i 2 2

(9) 7T    2 (V*i)     +ßm  =   \k

with vk being an eigenfunction of (4) corresponding to the eigenvalue

X*. Notice that pm may very well be an imaginary number. Then, as is

readily seen, the function (8) satisfies Lw = 0 and vanishes on dQ,

except on xm = am in view of condition (5). Substitution of these func-

tions in the formula (7) thus yields

(10) / { /  "»-(*'> a"" y) fi (sin ~ **) dx'\ vk(y)dy = 0

for all eigenfunctions vk and for all nonzero integers ki, ■ ■ ■ , km-i.

Here x' = (x\, ■ ■ ■ , xm-i), dx'=dx\ ■ • • dxm-i, and X' denotes the

subspace Xi, • • • , Xm-i of X. Since the set of eigenfunctions {vk} is

complete, equation (10) states that

/Uzjx', am, y)Yl( sin — xf )dx' = 0.
x> ,-i V       a,     /

This, in turn, implies that

(11) «»*(*', *», y) - 0

in view of the completeness of the set of eigenfunctions

irr •  kiir   \< 11 sin —- Xi>
\ <=i a,-     /

inX'.

Now let us integrate the differential identity

(2xmuXm + u)Lu

(12)
= - 2uXm + \xm I  2 ajkuVjuVh — 2 Mx< + cu )

m n

+ ^ [(2xmuXm + «)«*<]»< —   2  \aiÁ^xmuZm + u)uvAy
t=l /,*—1

over Q and use the divergence theorem. Since u = 0 on dQ and w*. = 0
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on xm = am, all the surface integrals resulting from (12) vanish and we

have

(13) I   I   (2xmuXm + u)Lu dxdy = —2  I   I   uXmdxdy.

Since Lu = 0, this implies that u is independent of xm. But w = 0 on

s™ = am, hence u = 0 in Q.

Our proof of Theorem 1 shows that, whenever condition (5) holds,

it is not necessary to prescribe the values of the normal derivative of

w on a face of X, as required in Theorem 2 of [l ].

3. The Neumann problem. Consider next the homogeneous

Neumann problem

du
(14) Lu = 0   in Q,       — = 0    on dQ;

dn

where on X Xd Y, the derivative du/dn is defined by

du        »
— =   Z, aikUy,Vyk.
on      j,k=i

When the quantities \k are taken to be eigenvalues of a corresponding

boundary value problem of the Neumann type, it turns out that

condition (5) is also necessary and sufficient for u = 0 to be the only

solution of the problem (14), provided cf^O.

Theorem 2. Let \k be the nonzero eigenvalues of the problem

» dv
(15) ¿_,  {aikVy,)yk — cv + \v = 0    in Y,        — = 0    ondY.

i,k=i dn

Then every solution uEC2(Q)is\Cl(Q) of (14) vanishes identically

(or u = const in case c = 0) if, and only if,

m

(16) 7T2 53 (ki/at)2 * \k
i i

for all integers ki, ■ ■ ■ , km.

Proof. If there exist integers pi, ■ ■ ■ , pm, and a nonzero eigenvalue

\p of (15), for which (16) does not hold, then a nonconstant and hence

a nontrivial solution of (14) is given by

u(x, y) = H ( cos-%i   vp(y)
<=i \ Oi      I
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where vp is an eigenfunction corresponding to Xp.

On the other hand, suppose that condition (16) holds. Let u be a

solution of (14) and choose

TT /       kiT    \
(17) w(x, y) = 111 cos-Xi ) (cos ßmxm)vk{y)

¿=i \        a,      /

where the integers k\, • • • , km-\ and the constant ßm satisfy the rela-

tion (9). Substituting these functions in the formula (7), and using

condition (16), we then obtain

(18) I   <   I    u(x', am, y) Hi cos — Xijdic'> vk(y)dy = 0

for all integers k\, ■ ■ ■ , km-\, and for all eigenfunctions vk correspond-

ing to the nonzero eigenvalues \k. By the completeness of the set

\vk}, equation (18) implies that

/' m~1 /       kite    \
u(x', am, y) II ( cos — %i I dx'

x' f=iV        ai     )
v = const.

with v = 0 in case c>0. Notice that when c = 0, v0= 1 is an eigenfunc-

tion of (15) corresponding to the eigenvalue Xo = 0. Now, since the set

of eigenfunctions { IlHâ1 cos (^¿7r/a,)x,} is complete in X', equation

(19) in turn implies that u(x', am, y) = const., which is zero if c>0.

Let us consider the case c>0. By integrating the identity (12) over

Q and using the fact u = 0 onxm = am, we again arrive at equation (13)

from which the conclusion that u = 0 in Q follows.

In case c = 0, the above argument yields the result u = const, in Q.

4. Mixed boundary value problems. The method we have used to

establish Theorems 1 and 2 above can also be employed to obtain

uniqueness results for equation (1) with mixed boundary conditions

of the following type:

_        du _
(20) m = 0    onöXXF,        — = 0    on XX ó*F;

dn

u = 0 on Xi = 0, Xi = a¿        (1 á «á p),

(21) uXj = 0 on Xj = 0, Xj = a¡       (p + 1 ^ j á m),

du _
— = 0 on XX dY;
dn

du _ _
(22) - = 0ondX X Y,       u = OonX XdY;

dn
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« = 0 on Xi = 0, Xi = a<       (1 ^ i = />),

(23) uXj = 0 on Xj = 0, #,- = a¡       (p + 1 g j = w),

« = 0 on X X d Y.

Specifically, we have the following uniqueness theorems correspond-

ing to each of these boundary conditions.

Theorem 3. Every solution uÇ_C2{Q)C\Cl(Q) of equation (2) in Q

satisfying the boundary conditions (20) [or (21) ], vanishes identically in

Q if, and only if, (5) holds for all nonzero integers k\, • • • , km [or non-

zero integers ki, ■ ■ ■ , kp and integers kp+i, • ■ • , km], where X*

(fe = l, • • • ,m) are the eigenvalues of the problem (15).

Theorem 4. Every solution uÇ.C2(Q)i\C1(Q) of equation (2) in Q

satisfying the boundary conditions (22) [or (23) ], vanishes identically in

Q if, and only if, (5) holds for all integers ki, ■ ■ ■ , km [or nonzero

integers k\, ■ ■ • , kp and integers kP+\, • • ■ , km], where X* are the eigen-

values of the problem (4).
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